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Abstract. Cyber-physical systems are systems where the environment interacts
with computers (the cyber part) with real-time constraints. Emerging technologies, such as artificial intelligence and machine learning, call for ever-increasing
processing power. However, for real-time systems, we need to prove statically
that this processing demand can be performed within strict deadlines.
This paper explores a time-predictable multicore architecture for those demanding cyber-physical systems. We explore different models of communication between those multiple cores. We compare the message passing model on top of a
network-on-chip with message passing on two forms of shared scratchpad memory.
Keywords: real-time systems · multicore communication · time-predictable computer architecture.
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Introduction

Future cyber-physical systems may be in need of higher computing power. One way
to increase computing power is to integrate multiple processing cores in a single chip
to form a multicore processor. Cyber-physical systems often need to react to the environment within a guaranteed deadline. We call those systems real-time systems. If
such a system is part of a safety-critical system, we need to guarantee that all deadlines
are met. Such proof includes worst-case execution time (WCET) analysis of individual
tasks, analysis of communication time, and schedulability analysis.
Multicore processors used in cyber-physical systems need to support time-predictable
computation and communication. As communication via shared main memory supported by a cache coherence protocol is hardly time-predictable, we need other forms
of core-to-core communication.
This paper explores different models of communication between processing cores
and the hardware support for it. We present forms of shared on-chip memories, links
between processor cores, and network-on-chip architectures. In this paper, we include
only solutions that are time-predictable, except describing the baseline of a hardly timepredictable shared main memory with cache coherence.
Shared on-chip memories with a time-predictable arbitration, such as time-division
multiplexing, provide an efficient solution for around a dozen cores. For more cores, a
distributed communication architecture, such as a network-on-chip, is a better scaling
solution.
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In this paper, we use the term task as a notion of parts of a program that can execute
concurrently. We avoid the term thread, as threads are usually associated with a single
form of concurrency: communication via data in shared memory, protected by locks.
Tasks need to communicate when working together as an application.
The contribution of this paper is a detailed overview of several communication architectures for a real-time multicore processor. The overview may also serve as a small
survey of real-time multicore communication architectures. Furthermore, we picked
several architectures and compared them with an evaluation of message passing. Our
overall goal is to build time-predictable computer architecture [32] for future demanding cyber-physical systems. Initial ideas on models of communication for multicore
processors have been presented in [39].
This paper is organized into 5 sections: Section 2 presents the software view of
multicore communication. Section 3 is the main section, describing several hardware
architectures to support time-predictable multicore communication. Section 4 evaluates
several of the presented architectures with a message passing microbenchmark. Section 5 concludes.

2

The Software View

When multiple tasks shall work together towards completing work, they need to communicate in some form. This combination of tasks and forms of communication is
also called the “model of computation.” The Ptolemy II handbook [30] gives a good
overview of those different forms. In the following sections, we focus on three example
models of computation and communication.
2.1

Communicating Sequential Processes

One of the first approaches to establish message passing between tasks was Hoare’s
communicating sequential processes, CSP for short [15]. The CSP concept became popular enough that even a programming language, Occam [23], was developed to include
CSP in the language.
Transputers [43,16], a unique form of processors, where developed to execute Occam programs. Transputers included hardware support for the Occam channels. The
idea was to build massive parallel multiprocessors. However, in the mid of the ’80s
the performance increase of standard processors was still around 50 % per year [13],
and there was no need for multiprocessor systems. A single task program is easier to
develop and test. Dividing an algorithm into multiple tasks that communicate via channels is hard, and errors can lead to hard-to-debug blocking of tasks. Therefore, CSP and
transputers did not become a success story.
2.2

Multithreading

Early forms of multiprogramming consisted of using individual programs that communicate. One form of communication was the usage of Unix pipes, where the output of
one program is fed as input to another program. A Unix pipe represents a stream with
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one writer and one reader process. Message passing can easily be built on top of such
a stream. A tighter form of communication between programs was the creation of a
shared memory space by the operating system. However, those multiple programs still
run as individual processes protected from each other by the operating system.
To simplify multiprogramming, the concept of multiple threads of execution in a
single process was developed. Those threads share memory and use data allocated on
the heap for communication. Those data structures are usually protected by locks [14].
This programming paradigm became especially popular when Java supported threads
and locks as part of the core language definition.
A runtime system can map multiple threads to multiple cores in a multicore processor. Also, the communication via shared objects is handled by a cache coherence
protocol.
At the time of this writing, multithreading with shared data is the most popular
approach to use with concurrent tasks. However, getting the locking of objects right
for multithreaded programs is far from trivial. Locking also is a bottleneck for scaling
programs for many cores. Therefore, the current trend is to explore message passing
again in the form of actors.
2.3

Actors and Message Passing

The concept of actors is currently becoming popular through the Akka1 toolkit. Akka
is a library and runtime to support concurrent and distributed applications. The primary
programming model for multiple tasks is actor-based. Akka is written in Scala but can
be used from programs written in Java or Scala.
Actors in Akka are the tasks that communicate via message passing. In contrast
to CSP, the message passing is asynchronous. Typical Akka programs avoid shared
mutable data and locks to protect them.
However, non-constrained asynchronous message passing may lead to buffer overflow and is hardly time-predictable. Stricter forms of communication are, for example,
synchronous data flow (SDF) [19]. An SDF actor fires (executes) when all input ports
contain their fixed number of tokens. With the fixed number of tokens consumed and
produced, buffers are bounded, and for a single core, a statically schedule for the actor
firing can be computed.
Recent work extends actors for precise timing in cyber-physical systems [22]. The
actors, called reactors in the paper, have strict rules on fire order and mutual exclusion
of different reactions. Reactors include the notion of delays and deadlines. Delays allow
for physical time to pass, and deadlines are a contract with the environment. WCET and
schedulability analysis of reactions can be used to check if all deadlines can be met.

3

Communication Hardware

Message passing can be implemented on top of different communication infrastructures. In contrast, the concept of shared objects is usually implemented on top of cachecoherent, shared main memory only. Therefore, message passing is the more hardware
1

Available at https://akka.io/
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Fig. 1. A multicore processor with the cores connected to (1) an arbiter to the memory controller
for the shared, external memory and (2) to the communication hardware.

friendly approach for communication. In the following sections, we discuss several different hardware mechanisms for communication between multiple cores on a chip multicore.
Figure 1 shows a multicore processor where the cores are connected to (1) external
memory via a memory arbiter and (2) to a communication device. That communication
device is the topic of this paper, and we discuss variations of it in the following sections.
3.1

Shared Main Memory

The state-of-the-art communication mechanism for multicore processors is shared main
memory. Objects are allocated in the main memory, and the access to the objects is
protected by locks. As access latency to main memory is in the range of hundreds of
processor clock cycles, several levels of cache are introduced. It is not uncommon to
include 3 levels of cache, where the 2nd and 3rd levels of cache are shared between
the cores. The first level of cache is usually core local. Therefore, when sharing data,
these local caches need to be kept coherent with a cache-coherent protocol. As this
cache coherence protocol is an all-to-all communication, it scales only to a few tens of
processor cores.
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However, the main issue with shared memory backed up by a cache coherence protocol is that it is barely time-predictable. The WCET analysis of tasks needs to include
an analysis of which memory blocks are in the cache and in which caches. WCET analysis is further complicated by the fact that on a multicore, we have true concurrency
where individual tasks influence the occupancy of the shared caches. This problem
would need a WCET analysis that includes all tasks in the system. We are not aware
of any WCET analysis tool (except niche research experiments) that supports multiple
tasks and multiple levels of caches, including the cache coherence protocol. The industry standard WCET tool aiT [12] supports single tasks only. We quote from AbsInt’s
website:2
aiT computes an upper bound of the WCET of a task. A task must be a
sequentially executed piece of code, i.e. there must not be any threads, parallelism, or external events. aiT assumes no interference from the outside. Effects
of exceptions, interrupts, DRAM refreshes, input/output, timers and other processors or co-processors are not reflected in the predicted runtime and have to
be considered separately, e.g. via quantitative analysis.
However, we are aware that realistic applications and their data are too large to
fit in on-chip memory. Therefore, some code and data need to be loaded into external
memory. To provide time-predictable access to external memory, we propose to use a
time-division-multiplexing (TDM) arbiter for the memory accesses [35].
3.2

Network-on-Chip

Network-on-chip (NoC) technology [6] is an alternative to cache coherence based intercore communication. A NoC is a distributed architecture, and therefore the provided
bandwidth scales well with the number of cores. A NoC connects cores (also called
processing elements in NoC literature) to a network of routers. In most cases, one router
serves one core. The routers are connected in a network, where mesh and torus are the
most common organizations.
A NoC itself does not yet provide a communication mechanism. Between the core
and a router, the network interface (NI) provides an interface to the network. NoCs are
used for a wide variety of traffics: serving cache coherence traffic, access to a memory
controller and external memory, streaming between cores, message-passing between
cores, and access to remote on-chip memories. The NI determines what kind of traffic
is supported.
Many routers (and NIs) are optimized for the average case performance with buffers
and dynamic arbitration at each router. Those NoCs are hardly time-predictable. For
real-time systems, two mechanisms are popular: rate control at the injection site or
TDM arbitration at the routers.
Rate control, also called traffic shaping, limits the number of packets injected into
the NoC. Network calculus [4,5,18] is used to compute bounds on buffer sizes and
2
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bounds on latencies. The Kalray multicore processor [7] is especially designed to support time-predictable message passing with rate control in the sender and no further
flow control within the NoC [8].
With a static schedule performing TDM arbitration in the NoC routers, there is no
traffic conflict, and the worst-case message latency can be statically computed. Æthereal [9] is such a NoC that uses TDM where slots are reserved to allow a block of data to
pass through the NoC router without waiting or blocking traffic. Slot tables with routing
information are contained in the routers, and no arbitration or link-to-link flow control
is required. Instead, credit-based flow control is applied for end-to-end control, saving
buffer space between links. aelite, a light version of Æthereal, only offers guaranteed
services resulting in a simpler router design [11].
The Argo NoC [17] is another NoC that uses TDM based arbitration of resources.
Compared to Æthereal, Argo also uses the same TDM schedule in the NI [42] to timemultiplex the NI resources. The Argo NI offers TDM-based DMA transfer of data from
the local memory across the NoC and into the local memory of another core. Argo
supports a global asynchronous, local synchronous system with an asynchronous router
design and mesochronous (same clock source, but variable upwards bounded skew allowed) NIs.
While Æthereal uses TDM at the routers, it uses buffers with flow-control in the
NIs. In contrast, the Argo NoC [17] uses TDM for the arbitration in the routers and at
the NI [42], resulting in an end-to-end TDM schedule. S4NOC [37,36] is a TDM based
NoC, simpler than Argo, with FIFO buffers as NI. We use S4NOC in the evaluation
section.
The Real-Time Capable Many-Core Model proposes many cores with a static switched
NoC with TDM-based arbitration [24]. The project also proposes avoiding shared memory altogether and supporting timing analysis by using a fine-grained message passing
NoC [25].
Paukovits and Kopetz use a time-triggered NoC for the time-triggered system-onchip (TTSoC) architecture [28]. The main difference to other NoC designs is the absolute time format, which is not directly related to the clock frequency. The macro tick is
a power of two fraction of a second and the basis for the TDM slotting. The idea behind
this time format is a good integration with off-chip versions of time-triggered networks.
When comparing TDM arbitration with rate control and network calculus [31],
TDM arbitration results in shorter worst-case latencies while network calculus leads
to higher bandwidth. However, using TDM for arbitration leads to simpler routers and
network interfaces than supporting dynamic arbitration and buffering NoC.
3.3

Shared Scratchpad Memory

While NoCs can provide a high bandwidth communication path, their usage is more
elaborated. I.e., messages need to be setup and explicitly sent to other cores. An alternative is to use on-chip memory, also called scratchpad memory (SPM), that is shared
between several cores. For a small number of cores that memory can be shared by all
the cores. However, with an increase in the number of cores, this solution does not
scale. Therefore, several shared on-chip memories can be shared only by a subset of the
cores. These subsets can be disjoint, as in the Kalray processor, to form clusters, which
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are connected by a NoC. Alternative, these sets can overlap to provide a communications path between neighboring cores.
The Kalray manycore processor [7] is specially designed for time-critical computation. The processor is organized in 16 clusters of 16 cores. Each core within a cluster
is connected to a shared SPM, consisting of 16 independent memory banks. By carefully selecting the allocation of data and access to the memory banks, access can be
time-predictable [2].
We have implemented a shared SPM in the T-CREST processor [40]. We use TDM
based arbitration, which results with a single cycle SPM in a maximum access time of
n clock cycles for n cores. We found that a shared SPM scales up to nine cores when
implemented in an FPGA. We use our shared SPM in the evaluation.
3.4

Scratchpad Memory with Ownership

Access latency to a shared SPM is a few clock cycles, way less than access to main
memory. However, often, the SPM is not used by all cores, and the TDM arbitration
wastes memory bandwidth. For example, in a producer/consumer setting, only a single
core writes into the SPM and when finished a different core reads from the SPM. For
this setup we introduce the notion of ownership [40]. A core owns an SPM for some
time, uses it to compute write data into it, and then transfers the ownership to a core that
consumes the data. When tasks agree on the ownership of the SPM, there is no need for
arbitration. The core has exclusive access to the owned SPM with short (single cycle)
access time. This mechanism allows fast transfer of bulk data.
For double-buffered communication and several communication channels, we introduce a pool of SPMs with ownership. Different cores can acquire SPMs out of this
pool and after usage, either transfer the ownership to another core or put it back into the
pool of free SPMs. This pool of SPMs scales up, similar to a shared SPM, to about nine
cores in an FPGA. Beyond that number of cores, the SPM pools need to be clustered.
3.5

Distributed Shared On-Chip Memory

Combining core-local SPMs with a NoC leads to a distributed shared on-chip memory.
Each core is attached to local memory and to a NoC that supports access to a local
memory of a remote core. A standard solution for remote read and writes is to use two
NoCs: one to support writes and read requests and a second to deliver the response for
the reads.
Epiphany is a high-performance energy-efficient manycore processor [27] that uses
distributed on-chip memory. Epiphany is intended as an accelerator processor for realtime embedded systems. Two versions, a 16-core chip, and a 64-core chip have been
taped out. The multicore processor Epiphany uses a distributed memory architecture.
Each core contains 32 KB of local memory that is mapped into a global address space.
The processors contain no caches. Access to the memory of a remote core is performed
over a NoC. The NoC is organized as a mesh and favors writes over reads, as writes are
posted writes where the processor does not need to wait for the write to finish. Packets
are single word long, and routing is performed in a single cycle per hop. A second
NoC is dedicated for read responses and a third NoC supports off-chip traffic, e.g., with
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a master processor and external shared memory. There is no documentation available
on how the arbitration in the NoC routers is performed on a conflict. We explored the
processor and measured considerable latency variations depending on the NoC load.
Therefore, we cannot (yet) recommend it for applications with tight timing constraints.
We have implemented a distributed shared memory in the T-CREST multicore [29].
We use two instances of the S4NOC [36]: one is used to write to a remote SPM or
transmit a read request, and the second is used to return the read result. The SPMs are
mapped into different address ranges in the global address range, and the read or write
address determines which SPM to access. As several remote read requests may arrive
at one core in successive clock cycles, the read results (one per clock cycle) may queue
up waiting for their slot to be sent on the read response NoC. In the worst case, this
could be n − 1 words for an n core system. To minimize the length of this queue, the
TDM schedule for the return NoC is optimized and aligned to the read request schedule.
As S4NOC uses TDM arbitration and a static schedule, we can provide guarantees on
latency bounds for reads and writes. As reads need to travel a NoC twice, their latency
is double the latency of writes.
Operating system support to virtualize SPMs on a distributed shared on-chip memory is presented in the ShaVe-ICE project [41]. Similar to Epiphany and our solution,
each core contains a local SPM and is connected via a NoC. The operating system support is to manage the changing demand of threads for local memory by allocating and
deallocating memory on the local or a remote SPM. When allocating on a remote core,
the hop distance is taken into account for the allocation policy.
3.6

Direct Links and Memory Between Cores

Another way to structure communication between cores is to have direct links between
neighboring cores, organized in a mesh or folded torus. The main benefit of such an
organization is that it is a local link and fully supports two types of parallel applications:
(1) applications organized in a computing pipeline or (2) physical simulations, such as
finite element simulation where access to the neighbor elements is needed.
The link can be as simple as a FIFO queue or more sophisticated, like a dual-port
memory between cores. Isaac Liu uses dual-port memories for a multicore organization of a precision timed machine in the evaluation of his Ph.D. thesis [20]. He implemented a real-time computational fluid dynamics simulator on a multicore PRET [21].
The cores use so-called privately shared SPMs between cores to provide point-to-point
communication channels.
Although less flexible than a fully blown NoC, direct links may be implemented
very efficiently and being, therefore, a practical solution. This form of communication
has not yet received much attention when discussing multicore communication.
3.7

One-Way Shared Memory

A quite exotic form of on-chip communication is the so-called one-way shared memory [33]. The one-way memory uses the TDM scheduled S4NOC for communication
but uses a very simple NI. Each core contains a core local memory connected to the NI.
The main idea is that the NoC continuously copies data blocks between the core-local
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memories. There is one communication channel between each pair of cores. The NoC
reads from the senders’ core-local memory and writes into the receiver’s core-local
memory. As this update is performed in one direction only, we call this architecture a
one-way memory.
The routers have a fixed, pre-programmed schedule. For symmetric structures, such
as the torus, all routers execute the same schedule [3]. One such schedule is one TDM
round in which one word is transferred between each core. To transfer a memory block
of n words, we need n TDM rounds.
The simplicity of the one-way memory paradigm results in very low resource usage. The resource consumption of the NoC and the NI, which implements the one-way
memory, is lower than other NoC solutions. This simplicity, i.e., low logical element usage, can be translated either into lower power consumption or higher NoC bandwidth.
Higher NoC bandwidth is achieved simply by duplicating the local core memory or
using wider NoC router links.
3.8

Additional Hardware Support for Message Passing

The previous sections presented on-chip communication architectures that can be used
for message passing. However, we can provide additional hardware to optimize the
performance of message passing further.
To reduce the overhead of message passing, a tight integration of message passing
instructions into the processor pipeline has been proposed [26]. A RISC-V processor
has been extended with a send, receive, and source instructions to allow fast message
passing of short messages over a NoC. Additionally, to optimize the checking for ready
to send and receive messages available, four branch instructions have been added.
The NI of the Argo NoC [42] includes a local memory and a DMA machinery to
transfer data from the local memory to the TDM based NoC. The DMA contains a
table with entries of memory regions that shall be sent to different cores. Each virtual
channel may have its entry in the table. A message is created in the local memory by
the processor, an entry into the DMA table is programmed, and the DAM started. The
message transfer happens in parallel to program execution on the processor core.
CSP uses messages not only for data transfer but also as synchronization points
between tasks (called processes in CSP). The CSP rendezvous can be implemented by
exchanging two messages. We extended a ring-based NoC on a multicore Java processor with explicit support for this synchronization [10]. As an optimization, the NoC
supports a dedicated Ack command for the rendezvous.

4

Evaluation

We have built several of the proposed hardware solutions in the context of the TCREST [34] multicore processor Patmos [38]. The hardware is described in Chisel [1]
and available in open source at https://github.com/t-crest/patmos. As Patmos
uses the open-core protocol to interface to IO devices and memory, all those multicore
devices are implemented with this interface.
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To enable wider adaption of our multicore hardware, we are currently in the process
of extracting those devices into its own GitHub repository https://github.com/
schoeberl/soc-comm. There we will use a simple interface definition and will provide
bridges for the open-core protocol, Wishbone, and AXI.
4.1

Experimental Setup

We compare different solutions by evaluating them in an FPGA. The default configuration for T-CREST supports the Altera DE2-115 development board. The FPGA on this
board, the Intel/Altera Cyclone IV EP4CE115 FPGA, is big enough to build a system
with up to 9 cores. All experiments use the 9-core version of T-CREST. We have chosen
the 9-core setup as this is a regular setup for a NoC (3 × 3 cores), and is the largest setup
that fits in the FPGA used.
The Patmos cores are configured with a single-issue pipeline, an 8 KB method cache
with 16 methods, a 4 KB write-through data cache, a 2 KB stack cache, a 1 KB instruction SPM and a 2 KB local SPM. External memory is 2 MB with an access time of 21
clock cycles for a burst of 4 32-bit words for a single core. For multicores, the main
memory is TDM arbitrated, resulting in access time between 21 and n × 21 clock cycles
for n cores.
We use a shared SPM of 16 KB that is TDM arbitrated. The SPM with ownership
is configured as a pool of 16 SPMs, each of 1 KB. We measured read access times to
the SPM and the ownership SPM. For access to the TDM arbitrated SPM, we observe
all possible access times, i.e., for the 9 core version between 3 and 10 clock cycles. We
perform the same measurement with the SPM with ownership. As expected, we observe
a constant access time of 1 clock cycle.
4.2

Benchmark

For the evaluation, we implement a producer and a consumer who exchange messages.
As all presented solutions have no time interference from communication on other channels, it is enough to measure a single virtual channel. We measure throughput in clock
cycles, to provide a measurement that is only dependent on the architecture and not on
the achievable clock frequency in concrete technology. With a know maximum clock
frequency, the maximum bandwidth in bytes per second can be easily computed.
For comparison with a NoC we use the S4NOC [36], configured for 9 cores. The
resulting schedule length for the TDM scheduling of the NoC packets is 10 clock cycles
for an all-to-all schedule. Therefore, the maximum bandwidth per virtual channel is
10 clock cycles per word. Note that this all-to-all configuration provides 8 × 9 = 72
channels, resulting in an overall bandwidth of 7.2 words per clock cycle.
The NIs for the S4NOC consist of FIFO buffers for the sender and receiver. The
sender FIFO contains entries for 32-bit data and the send slot number as a representation
of the destination address. The receive FIFO includes the read data and the receive
slot number as a representation of the sending core. We use small FIFOs built out of
registers.
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Table 1. Measured throughput, in clock cycles per word for one channel.
Configuration
Main memory
Main memory
Main memory
Main memory

8
16
32
64

236.4
212.9
201.3
195.7

Shared SPM
Shared SPM
Shared SPM
Shared SPM

8
16
32
64

12.4
11.1
18.9
18.6

SPM with ownership
SPM with ownership
SPM with ownership
SPM with ownership

8
16
32
64

5.7
4.9
9.9
9.5

-

10.1
12.0

S4NOC, unconstraint sender
S4NOC, with handshaking

4.3

Message size
Throughput
(32-bit words) (clock cycles per word)

Measured Throughput

Table 1 shows throughput in clock cycles per word of messages of different sizes on different communication devices. The long access time to shared main memory dominates
the low throughput, showing the need for on-chip communication. For all memorybased devices the throughput increases with the message length, as the overhead of
sending a message is less dominating. However, we observe an increase in the number
of clock cycles between 16-word messages and 32-word messages. We explored the
generated code and find that the compiler unrolls loops up to 16 iterations, explaining
this anomaly. At 32 or more iterations, the compiler generates code for a standard loop.
The throughput of the shared SPM is close to the limit of the access time of one word
per 9 clock cycles. For the SPM with ownership, which has a guaranteed access latency
of 1 clock cycle, the loop overhead of sending the data dominates.
For the NoC device, we performed two experiments. In the first experiment, we let
the producer send as fast as possible without handshaking, assuming that the consumer
is fast enough to cover the maximum throughput. As the TDM schedule of the 9 core
NoC is 10 clock cycles per TDM round, the 10.1 clock cycles per word are close to the
NoC limit. In the second experiment, we used a double buffer of 2 times 4 words (in
the NI FIFO) and handshaking so that every 4 words are acknowledged by the receiver.
This small buffer and the handshaking ensures that the sender will never overrun the
receiver, but introduces an overhead of just 20 % compared to the theoretical maximum
throughput.
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Table 2. Resource requirement of different communication devices.
Device
Shared SPM
SPM with ownership
S4NOC

4.4

LCs registers Memory
654
8694
5517

490
77
4454

16 KB
16 KB
0 KB

Resource Consumption

Table 2 shows the resource requirements of the three different multicore communication
devices for 9 cores. The resources are given in logic cells (LC) that contain a 4-bit
lookup table, registers (D flip-flops), and on-chip memory. The shared SPM is relatively
cheap, as it needs logic only for a simple TDM arbiter for 9 cores. The SPM with
ownership contains a pool of 16 SPMs that are multiplexed for 9 cores and therefore
need a considerable amount of combinational logic (high LC count). The S4NOC is in
the resource requirements between the single SPM and the SPM with ownership but
needs no on-chip memory. The relative high register count comes from the small FIFOs
built out of registers. We can change the FIFO to use on-chip memories; two per node,
one for send and one for receive.
The three solutions scale differently with respect to the maximum clocking frequency. As a baseline, the Patmos processor can be clocked at 80 MHz within this
FPGA. The NoC is a distributed design and therefore scales best. The 3 × 3 S4NOC
can be clocked faster than 200 MHz, clearly not being the bottleneck in the system.
The single shared SPM has a single merge point and limits the system frequency to
about 70 MHz. We assume one pipeline stage, which increases read access latency by
one clock cycle, should be enough to increase the maximum clocking frequency to be
higher than the 80 MHz of the processor cores. However, moving to a 4×4 organization
of the single SPM may reduce the clocking frequency further. The SPM with ownership
has the worst clock frequency of just 50 MHz. Adding one pipeline stage should help,
but this would double the access latency from 1 to 2 clock cycles.
4.5

Discussion

When we look at the performance, the resource requirement, and the clock frequency,
there is no clear winner between the three solutions. The cheapest solution is the shared
SPM, but the access time in clock cycles for a producer-consumer workload is higher
than at the other two solutions. The SPM with ownership has the highest throughput
in clock cycles, but also the highest hardware demand and the lowest clock frequency.
This solution should probably be clustered with fewer cores or fewer SPMs in the pool.
The NoC solution is probably the sweet spot having medium resource requirement,
throughput between the single SPM and the SPM with ownership, and, perhaps most
important, scales well with a higher core count.
In summary, a combination of a NoC for the global traffic combined with locally
clustered shared SPMs may be the right solution. This combination of a NoC and shared
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SPMs is similar to the Kalray architecture, but we propose to have clusters that use a
shared SPM overlap for a more flexible continuum for communication.

5

Conclusion

Multicore processors used in cyber-physical systems need to support time-predictable
computation and communication. As communication via shared main memory supported by a cache coherence protocol is hardly time-predictable, we need other forms
of core-to-core communication. In this paper, we explored different forms of hardware
support for on-chip message passing between cores. Shared on-chip memories with
a time-predictable arbitration, such as time-division multiplexing, provide an efficient
solution for around a dozen cores. For more cores, a distributed communication architecture, such as a network-on-chip. is a better scaling solution. Also, hybrid solutions
using shared memories in clusters, which are connected by a network-on-chip, are an
option. The usage of multicore processors in safety-critical cyber-physical systems is
not yet common. Future applications and experiments will tell which on-chip communication solution will be the most preferred one.
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